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The anti-satellite test conducted on 27 March 2019 was presented by the Indian
Prime Minister, Narendra Modi, as a source of great pride for his country. It
was evidence, moreover, of the renewed interest in space shown by numerous

governments over the past few years. Such interest takes on many forms, from 
the emergence of ‘new space’ to the publicised re-launch of the lunar exploration 
programme, as well as increasingly evident strategic and military power struggles 
that are clearly the reason behind that most recent event in India.

Donald trump’s announcement of a space force to prepare the United States
better for conflicts that might involve space assets to some considerable degree has hel-
ped to dramatise these changes. It is nevertheless true that more worrying events have
been concentrated into the past twelve years than had been in the previous two
decades. The destruction in 2007 by the Chinese of one of its own satellites funda-
mentally changed the US image of an adversary who was seeking to take on the role
of strategic equal that Russia could no longer play. Conscious of not wanting to let
such an idea take form, the United States performed the same type of test a little over
a year later. The year after that, two satellites, one Russian, the other American, colli-
ded and created a considerable quantity of debris. The Chinese experiment in 2007
nevertheless retains the record for pollution with its high altitude interception, which
produced debris that continues to present a danger to other objects in space. The much
lower-altitude US test would not have been so polluting. The recent Indian test,
though inspired by US prudence, would seem to have created a little more pollution
in high orbits.

This hitherto unseen activity reveals increased militarisation of space whilst
diplomacy struggles to make any advance in the process of controlling weapons in space.
Counterspace programmes and the notion of space deterrence are now common cur ren cy
in the United States. They refer to strengthening of all aspects of space surveillance
assets, to creating better resilience to the consequences of possible attacks on satellites,
and also to acquiring new methods of in-orbit intervention such as manoeuvrable
satellites capable of action against other objects. Clearly the United States is not the
only country to play this game: China and Russia have also tested systems of like types.

These developments are of course worrying at a time of an increasing number
of private players, some of whom are promising to put thousands of satellites into
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orbit. There are numerous projects that foresee such constellations as increasing the
frequency of observation of the earth, for example, or creating telecommunications
networks in low space orbit. Carried along on the wave of unequalled growth in the
past few decades of the information and Internet industries, these projects are looking
to generate revenue despite their still somewhat hypothetical business models. The
interest shown by the super-rich and by the greatest global businesses of course gives a
certain form to these enterprises. For example the latest player, Jeff Bezos, head of
Amazon, one of the biggest commercial players on Internet who also presides over Blue
Origin, his spaceflight company, currently forecasts the future launch of over
3,200 satellites to reduce the digital gap. The idea here is to reduce costs, in particular
by his own company performing the launches. In parallel, the satellite infrastructure
could in this specific case serve to increase the services offered by Amazon—already in
strongly increasing demand—by reliance on a well-established clientele and on streng-
thening its fidelity via these new services offering worldwide access and low commu-
nication latency.

The emergence of similar players in China, supported in considerable measure
by the state (as in the United States, incidentally) will in time make these changes more
credible. Seen against a background of wishing to show that in this field of technology
made in China means quality, the perspective of a strong demand for satellite techno-
logies coupled with the most modern information technology capable of helping
domestic modernisation across the Chinese continent could well prove the country’s
major asset.

So it is that the space landscape is in the process of fundamental change, with
major geopolitical consequences. We need to abandon the idea of a select club of a few
‘space’ nations and adopt one of the increasing coexistence of continuing massive
public investment with a greater number of private efforts. This situation is bound to
offer new opportunities in the fields of defence and security. As the latest issue of the
US National Security Strategy explained, this evolution is naturally an integral part of
the defence policy of the country: Governments and private sector firms have the ability
to launch satellites into space at increasingly lower costs. The fusion of data from imagery,
communications, and geolocation services allows motivated actors to access previously una-
vailable information. This “democratization of space” has an impact on military operations
and on America’s ability to prevail in conflict.(1) But this new balance will also present a
number of challenges. Objects in space will increase in number and will offer the
opportunity for many activities, both commercial and military, the consequence of
which will be a less and less easily predictable environment.

It is against this new background that the world’s defence efforts in space seem
now to be changing direction. The idea of the importance of satellites for military 
operations has been acquired through conflicts over the past years. That message
having been received, it is now protection and resilience of space assets that come into
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(1) National Security Strategy of the United States, December 2017, p. 31 (www.whitehouse.gov/).

www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/NSS-Final-12-18-2017-0905.pdf
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question. This is officially the case for France, as the Minister for the armed forces,
Florence Parly, declared in her keynote speech in September 2018.(2)

Knowledge of the situation in space 
becomes a condition for exercise of sovereignty

Knowledge of the space situation has become one of the clearest priorities of
space powers, as much for controlling the risks of collision as for evaluating hostile
satellite manoeuvres. The United States has planned to invest one billion dollars
annually in the issue at least until the middle of the next decade. The investment is to
improve the performance of detection devices and data handling facilities in order
to respond to the need to detect and classify increasingly smaller objects. The US
authorities are aiming for an order of magnitude improvement in their capability for
detection and tracking (that is, from 20,000 objects classified to over 200,000) and
aim also to be able to distinguish fragments smaller than 10 cm (4 inches) which is the
detection threshold of current systems. Whilst lagging behind, Russia and China also
have a number of different optical and radar assets, which allow them to evaluate low
and geostationary orbits with precision.

The considerable growth in the population of small objects in orbit expected
over the coming years will enormously complicate the task. Apart from the question
of detecting objects, it is the quality of defining their location, and cataloguing based
on certain identification, which will pose the biggest problems.

At a time when space systems will evolve in a much more grouped fashion,
probably with more manoeuvrable objects, maintaining an operational space situation
will present new challenges. Additionally, current debate across the Atlantic is now on
the difficulty of modernising data handling systems to be capable of exploiting the
technical performance of the new American Space Fence.(3)

Accurate knowledge of possible actions in space, and intentions behind them,
add to the difficulty. Still in the United States, orbital surveillance assets, specialised
satellites which observe low orbits or which visit geostationary satellites, have officially
been in place for several years.(4) The US Air Force (USAF) is in energetic debate 
regarding continued effort in low orbit and considers that these systems are essential
complements to ground assets. It has put the development of the next generation SBSS
into the hands of Boeing. It is not a question of simply surveying space but of classi-
fying the events that occur there and attributing any attacks to their perpetrators. For
all that, one of the delicate tasks will be to distinguish possible hostile action from

(2) Espace et Défense, CNES, Toulouse, 7 September 2018 (www.defense.gouv.fr/).
(3) See CLARK Colin, What About JMS? Air Force Reanimates ‘Old Clunker’ Space Tracking System, Breaking Defense,
8 April 2019 (https://breakingdefense.com/).
(4) This concerns respectively the Space Based Space Surveillance programme, which led to the launch of the first satellite
in 2010 (and is today the subject of reconsideration of pursuing the effort), and the Geosynchronous Space Situational
Awareness Program, which led to the launch of the first two satellites in July 2014 and the following two in August 2016.
Two more are planned for launch in 2020.

https://breakingdefense.com/2019/04/what-about-jms-air-force-reanimates-old-clunker-space-tracking-system/
www.defense.gouv.fr/actualites/articles/direct-florence-parly-s-exprime-sur-les-enjeux-de-l-espace-pour-la-defense
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unexpected accidents, and the assessment of intentions must by definition be perfor-
med with great caution.

The reality is that the principal function of these accelerated developments in
the field of space surveillance is to reduce uncertainties. Space remains a vast area that
is difficult to watch over, and these national efforts will in any case go along with a 
certain level of cooperation between states to contribute to a genuine stabilisation of
military activity in space.

Lastly, the increasing number of private players who propose their services
for some state-level space activities should be noted. In the United States again, the
number of offers of private services for space surveillance has increased markedly.
In 2016, the USAF even let a contract to Applied Defense Solutions Inc. (ADS) to
obtain Space Situational Awareness (SSA) services directly. The mission of ADS, at the
head of an industrial consortium is to input data coming from private sources to the
recently-established National Space Defense Center—the Pentagon’s nerve centre for
these matters—to feed simulations and exercises that are carried out there. In this case,
the private player plays the role of aggregator of the now many sources that exist out-
side military institutions. Other companies, such as Leolabs, ExoAnalytics and
Analytical Graphics Inc. (AGI), are today front-line players in space surveillance in the
United States and the world.

The example of the last company mentioned is enlightening. AGI was first
recognised on the publication of its star software, well known to space surveillance spe-
cialists, Satellite Tool Kit (STK), which has since become Systems Tool Kit insofar as
it now integrates all airborne mobiles as well as satellites in orbit. Almost all satellite
operators now use this software. Building on the ubiquity of its software solution, AGI
has developed as an operator of space surveillance systems for a range of clients, with
support activities conducted for the Pentagon as well as for the consortium of opera-
tors of geostationary satellites, Space Data Association (SDA). Finally, AGI today 
operates the Commercial Space Operations Center (COMSpOC), which draws on a
network of several dozen telescopes and a few radars for low orbit observation. In this
way, and in just a few years, the company has become a major player in the field.

In France, the company ArianeGroup today has a network of telescopes,
GeoTracker, made up of instruments in Europe and Australia, and used for tracking
catalogued objects or others specifically selected.

In fact, GeoTracker is one of the rare industrial sources in Europe capable of
tracking traffic in geostationary orbit.(5) The system is complemented by a trajectogra-
phy laser capability that can now pinpoint the positions of tracked objects in low orbit.

Clearly, the ground gained by these types of player in a fast-changing orbital
landscape will not be without consequences on the role of states and on their limits of
action. From the states’ point of view, identification of the key functions relating to
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(5) A demonstration of tracking of the mobile Russian satellite Lutch on its geostationary arc by GeoTracker was also
publicly presented by ArianeGroup (Conference FRS, 4 December 2017).
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tracking objects and to their classification will be what guarantees their sovereignty
of decision-making in the space field.

Safety in protection

Protection of satellites against risks and threats figures is a further key element
that features in all current documents concerning space strategy as the first condition
for a space defence policy. As a first step, such protection could come from hardening
of national satellites against attacks from lasers or EM radiation, from increasing the
manoeuvrability of satellites, from redundancy of ground stations or from a capability
to launch and replace satellites rapidly. It could also take the form of using satellites of
sufficient performance yet at a lower cost, which means they could then be deployed
in greater numbers, thus representing a less vulnerable target. This same logic leads to
consideration of housing defence-related payloads on civil and commercial satellites,
which would also make their targeting more difficult.(6)

Again, as for space surveillance, the very notion of protection from natural
risks or intentional threats relies on the multiplication of commercial, observation or
telecommunications systems and on their fitting into multi-mission infrastructures,
which in some cases could even be in multi-ownership. It would also benefit from
cooperation between countries able support each other in time of need through the
loan of certain capabilities.

All that said, the effects are never unambiguous. The anticipated multiplica-
tion of micro or nano-satellites with greatly increased performance and which could
bring greater resistance, will also transform fundamentally the occupation of space and
is in itself a possible source of threat, for example, from the simple fact of an increasing
risk of debris out of control, or from strategies of deliberately hiding hostile actions
within increased traffic.

It is therefore no coincidence that Space Traffic Management (STM) is now
the subject of numerous lectures by experts and appears in negotiations on future
international regulations. For space nations, one of the major challenges in the coming
decade consists of establishing sufficiently transparent rules of conduct to allow closer
and closer identification of everyone’s actions in order to ensure a form of internatio-
nal security whilst authorising resort to the many assets that could be deployed in case
of national need.

Have the ability to act so as not to have to act

The theoretical resilience that would mean resorting to more and more 
satellites is part of the broader principle of space deterrence, for some years already the
subject of lively debate among experts across the Atlantic.(7) Taken up again by
the Trump Administration, this principle of deterrence is aimed mainly at convincing

(6) This refers to Hosted Payloads, now seen as a factor of resilience in the United States.
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a potential aggressor of the pointlessness of an attack in a context where space resources
are less and less rare, which would make unimaginable the very idea of victory in space.
Military systems remain targets, however, and the deterrent effect consisting of mini-
mising advantages to the attacker is but one aspect of the strategy. Space deterrence is
therefore complemented by a discourse on a capability to respond to any identified
attack ‘at a time, place, manner, and domain of our choosing’ as declared in the national
security document already mentioned.(8) Thus the space environment might not be the
only one concerned by a riposte, were one to be decided.

The anti-satellite interceptions performed in recent years have also been inten-
ded to demonstrate possible response capabilities, though they are probably more
demonstrations than truly operational activities: they do not represent the only options
for action either. Capabilities for action are varied and will probably be more widely
employed as their technology becomes accessible and also if they are less likely to put
the users on the accused’s stand. Jamming and cyber-attacks are clearly ready-made
technical candidates. The use of an anti-satellite missile is naturally immediately obser-
vable with the demonstration of a hostile act or of a deliberate escalation. It is also a
highly visible symbolic act and might suit a political need. There are other advantages,
too, of having the capacity to deprive the adversary of his capabilities by actions that
are difficult to detect, and possibly temporary, as much from the point of view of ini-
tiating them as from the political point of view. Analysis of programmes known as
counterspace, in the United States in particular, shows that we should expect the deve-
lopment of varied ground and space techniques aimed at producing a graduated effect
on an adversary’s assets. These many techniques range from computer or EM radiation
attacks to prevent the use of space materiel in chosen zones, to manoeuvres in space to
disrupt the adversary, and do not necessarily involve destruction by collision. Directed
energy weapons—lasers or high-power microwaves—might also be favoured space
weapons of the future.

Complementing defence by some form of collective security

Development of technologies, and the variety of possible actions in space that
they engender, shows the limits of any defence policy that is founded solely on the
fight against clearly identified hostile military action. The risks to satellites can have
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(7) HARRISON Roger G., SHACKELFORD Collins G. and JACKSON Deron R., Space Deterrence, The Delicate Balance of Risk,
Space and Defense, Vol. 3 No 1, summer 2009, Eisenhower Center for Space and Defense Studies, p. 1-30 
(www.usafa.edu/app/uploads/Space_and_Defense_3_1.pdf );
MARQUEZ Peter, Space Deterrence, The Prêt-à-Porter Suit for the naked Emperor, in Returning to Fundamentals: Deterrence
and U.S. National Security in the 21st Century, The Marshall Institute, 2011, p. 9-19 (www.law.upenn.edu/);
MORGAN Forrest E., Deterrence and First-Strike Stability in Space, A Preliminary Assessment, RAND Corporation, 2011,
59 pages (www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/monographs/2010/RAND_MG916.pdf ).
See also more recently, HARRISON Todd, COOPER Zack, JOHNSON Kaitlyn and ROBERTS Thomas G., Escalation
& Deterrence in the Second Space Age, CSIS, 3 October 2017 (https://csis-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/).
(8) Any harmful interference with or an attack upon critical components of our space architecture that directly affects
this vital U.S. interest will be met with a deliberate response at a time, place, manner, and domain of our choosing,
National Security Strategy of the United States, op. cit., p. 31.

https://csis-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/publication/171109_Harrison_EscalationDeterrenceSecondSpaceAge.pdf
www.law.upenn.edu/live/files/1362-returning-to-fundamentals-deterrence-and-us
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numerous sources and it is probably illusory to think that they can be protected by a
single strategic capability-based strategy, even if such a strategy is necessary.

That is the reason why the main space powers, the United States in the fore-
front but China and Russia too, have in parallel adopted very active positions in advan-
cing international space law. Regulation of space activity currently depends on a single
principal text, the 1967 UN Space Treaty, which forbids putting WMD into orbit but
little else regarding space weapons.(9) Conscious of developments in the space environ-
ment, the increase in the risks of confrontation and of potentially disastrous collective
consequences, the principal countries are all in agreement that the texts should be
developed in the sense of shared responsibility and greater transparency. The difficulty
for each of them to equip itself in advance and completely against all types of attack
of course makes a choice of cooperative strategies inevitable. Despite that, negotiations
are essentially stalled over competing strategies, some involving proposals for new 
treaties, others for simple collective agreements. As ever, the devil is in the detail with,
on one hand, proposals for treaties that are hardly operable (for example, since they
avoid regulation of certain technologies) and on the other, a move towards texts that
lack legal commitment and which reduce their value for numerous countries.

And yet this challenge of creating an international community at peace in
space would seem to be the priority for the coming decades and defence effort should
be coupled with greater diplomatic effort to ensure complete legitimacy, and therefore
complete effectiveness. w

(9) UNITED NATIONS, OFFICE FOR OUTER SPACE AFFAIRS, United Nations Treaties and Principles on Outer Space and relat-
ed General Assembly resolutions (www.unoosa.org/pdf/publications/st_space_11rev2E.pdf ).


